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F1 hd: Product Overview 

The F1 HD offers a secure future proof concept for underwater lighting for large Superyachts.

The superyacht underwater lighting products from OceanLED all benefit from identical technology from an LED 
perspective, so features such as dimming, panic mode operations and colour change are all possible within the varying 
form factors.

The cofferdams / front face seals are welded into the hull acting as a port hole and the light engine is then bolted on to 
the rear of this creating an airtight seal.

The light engine can achieve internally up to 25 degree counter hull angling within the fixture itself to maintain an even 
light beam level around the hull which eliminates the need for lengthy cofferdams, which in turn improves Lamina flow, 
fuel economy and speed. 

The F1 HD light is made with unique honeycomb linear optics. The light engine is factory sealed to prevent water 
ingress and internal corrosion. Using Deutsch plug and play connectors the entire system can be quickly fitted and 
trouble shot if the need arises.

Power options are available, either as individual AC drivers or grouped in an AC driver cabinet system whereby all the 
electronics can be centrally located. Additional options such as dimming, panic mode operations and remote control 
are available with any model.

The F1 HD at twice the power of a traditional 150w Metal Halide / HID is the light destined to dominate the larger yacht 
class for underwater lighting.

As the other underwater lighting fixtures in the superyacht product range utilise the same LEDs, optics and electronics 
the possibility of mixing mounting styles between the L-Series and F-Series on the same vessel, means even spacing 
and perfect underwater effects can be achieved.

To further customise the underwater lighting effect, three beam angle options are available. A narrow 20 degree beam 
is sometimes popular off the stern creating a jet like effect. The 60 degree beam is the standard medium width beam 
pattern and the 160 degree flood beam is most often chosen for blending lights together down port and starboard.

As the cofferdam becomes part of the intrinsic hull, each installation may require a Lloyds, RINA, ABS, GL or other 
approval agency to inspect the installation prior to receiving type approval for the vessel. OceanLED will project 
manage this process directly with the yard and the local surveyor.

Product Features

•	 F1 HD Equal to 2x 150W HID/Metal Halide

•	 Compatible with all OceanLED SY UWL models

•	 90-270vAC optional input power

•	 3 Beam Angles 20˚, 60˚, 160˚

•	 Internal Hull Counter Angling 0˚ to 25˚

•	 40,000+ Hour Life

•	 Plug & Play

•	 Factory Sealed Unit

•	 No Breakable Parts

•	 Tritonium™ Lens

•	 Fixture Lumens 14,000
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LIGHT FIXTURE F1 hd

Description 30 LED collimated light engine

Diameter 175mm

Overall Depth 110mm

Materials Available PTFE Hard Anodised Aluminium

F1 hd: Physical Specifications

Outline of F-Series HD Light Engine
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F1 hd Cofferdams

At the beginning of a project using F1 HD fixtures OceanLED will supply 
.dwg files to enable shipyard engineers to place the lights around the 
hull.  

We have full CAD/CAM facilities enabling us to position and specify 
positions and angles. We can accept GA’s in DXF, DWG, SolidWorks, 
IGES Files and Step Files. If you have other formats please enquire.

Cofferdams can also be angled to help maintain even light beams 
around a hull but normally only when the angle is greater than 25 
degrees, as this level of angling can be achieved with the light engine 
itself, which is preferable.

For angles greater than 25 degrees, typically up to 50 degrees, a 
combination of cofferdam and light engine angling is used to make for 
the best solution. For example a 30 degree hull counter angle is best 
achieved with 5 degrees in the cofferdam and 25 degrees in the light 
engine.

Angles greater than 50 degrees have been achieved in the past up 
to a maximum of 60 degrees, but the cofferdam dimensions change 
dramatically and the product needs to be designed specifically for the 
project to take into account hull material, hull thicknesses, weld points 
and several other factors.

The advantage of this system is that the cofferdam material is minimised 
and so too is the tunneling effect of deep cofferdams, which can effect 
drag, fuel economy and lamina flow performance. 

No part of the F1 HD is off the shelf, every part is customised for each 
location making a one off system every time.

15˚ degree cofferdam

0˚ degree cofferdam

Examples only - please contact OceanLED for technical drawings.
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Extreme angling illustration showing 
complete assembly
•	 25˚ within the light engine
•	 40˚ by cofferdam
N.B. It is recommended lights are 
positioned 15˚ down from horizontal to 
achieve the best effects
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HD 1 Series

Input Voltage 110/240vAC

Min / max operating voltage 90 - 270

Current / Amp Draw 110vAC 1.4 Amps 
240vAC 0.7 Amps

Power consumption 142 watts

Width 160mm 

Length 260mm 

Height 90mm 

Connector Type High specification IP68

Extra Space allowance for connectors 75mm on width

DMX / RMD Compatible No

IP Rating Ethernet Connection N/a

Weight of AC Units 3kgs (6.6lbs)

IP Rating of Unit Extreme Exterior IP67

Over / Under voltage protection Yes

Reverse polarity potection Yes

Transient spike protection Yes

EMC Compliant Yes

HD Series: Electrical Specifications - AC System
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1 LIGHT ENGINE - Specify internal hull angle (0˚ to 25˚) and beam 
choice (20˚,60˚,160˚) COLOUR PART # ORDER QUANTITY

F1 hd Underwater Light Linear Optics Warm White LEDs (3000K) 002-000156

F1 hd Underwater Light Linear Optics Ultra White LEDs (6000K) 002-000153

F1 hd Underwater Light Linear Optics Midnight Blue LEDs 002-000154

F1 hd Underwater Light Linear Optics Sea Green LEDs 002-000155

2 COFFERDAM - ALUMINIUM PART #
0-25 degree
26-40 degree

002-600022
002-600023

COFFERDAM - STAINLESS STEEL PART #
0-25 degree
26-40 degree

002-600010
002-600011

3 DRIVERS PART #
AC Driver for F1 HD 002-600106

DRIVER CABINETS DESCRIPTION PART #
AC Driver Cabinet 1-4 F1 hd Light Capacity 001-600027

4 CUSTOM CABLE PART # STANDARD CABLE  PART #
10 Core Cable - low smoke halogen free (please 
specify length) 002-600085 2 meter/6.5’ Plug & Play connection cable  001-600001

Male 12-Way Deutsch Connector Kit 001-500545 6 meter/19.5’ Plug & Play connection cable  001-600003

Female 12-Way Deutsch Connector Kit 001-500546  

Specialized Deutsch Crimp Tool (for Custom Cables) 550-000008  

F1 hd: Ordering Summary
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HD Series: Approvals
Statement from Lloyds re DAD process vs Type Approval

The traditional way that we verify a design is by the Design Appraisal Process, where 

the client submits plans to us, we review them against our Rules and Regulations 

and issue a Design Appraisal Document (DAD). We must still of course verify that 

the components are manufactured in the way suggested on the approved plans, so 

we conduct a Factory Acceptance Test to inspect the components, witness tests 

and issue a certificate to say that we accept the component. This is what we have 

completed many times at OceanLED. As far as the ship is concerned the process of 

acceptance does not end there, the LR site Surveyor will inspect the components as 

they are installed and perhaps conduct further tests.

This Design Approval process has been completed for hundreds of years, it is reli-

able and robust, it is the standard design verification process for ALL classification 

societies.

This Design Approval Process is always conducted against our Rules and Regula-

tions, in relatively recent years LR and other classification societies have added a 

further design review process which can conduct reviews against any 3rd party 

standard or rule, it is called Type Approval.

The main difference is that Type Approved products may be approved against 

standards other than our Rules and Regulations, so theoretically it is possible for a 

product to obtain LR Type Approval but still be unsuitable for use on an LR Classed 

vessel, it depends on what standard the product was Type Approved to. 

For products that are Type Approved against our Rules, there is no difference to the 

Design Approval Process, to say that one certificate is more valid or better that the 

other is incorrect. From Lloyds point of view they are the same, the design review 

processes that we go through will be very similar if not identical.

The main difference we find is for the clients, our inspection and survey process is 

different for each. For Design Approval LR inspect each component and issue a cer-

tificate accordingly, for Type Approval, we conduct an annual factory audit and allow 

the manufacturer to issue the certificate. So for Type Approval LR do not see the 

components until they arrive at the shipyard, this often makes the process cheaper 

for the manufacturer and more applicable to high volume manufacturing.

I hope this outlines the processes for you. You can also take a look at this link to our 

website: http://www.lr.org/sectors/marine/Services/Consultancy/DesignAppraisal/

index.aspx

✓ DAD Process

✓ DAD Process

✓ DAD Process

✓ DAD Process

✓ DAD Process

✓

✓

selv ✓

EMC EN60945 compliant-2004/108/EC

under application

Ignition Protected ✓ USCG, ISO 8846, SAE J1171

✓
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PYC Code
The Passenger Ship Class Approval is the full responsibility of the ship owner, 
there are a few different approvals which Lloyds Register deal with, all with 
similar names, but they all are issued in a similar manner. 
The actual certificates themselves tend to be the legal responsibility of the 
flag state, but LR can conduct the surveys and issue the certificates. They are 
generic to the vessel, number of lifeboats, escape lighting operational, escape 
routes clear, fire extinguishers in place etc. They are issued to the ship, not 
suppliers.

HD Series: Approvals

The Superyacht Division at OceanLED is structured to complete all the ap-
proval processes necessary per project inhouse. Please contact one of our 
project managers today to learn how this process can work for you.

Europe, Asia & Australasia
OceanLED LTD 
Unit 1 Jacknell Road 
Dodwells Bridge Industrial Estate
Hinckley 
Leicestershire LE10 3BS 
United Kingdom 
Tel: +44 (0) 1455 637505 
Fax: +44 (0) 1455 238553 

superyachts@oceanled.com

The Americas
OceanLED USA LLC 
2019 SW 20th Street
Lauderdale Marine Center
Fort Lauderdale
Florida 
USA 
Tel: +1 (954) 523 2250
Fax: + (954) 523 2249 

superyachts@oceanledusa.com

OceanLED Ltd reserve the right to change specifications without prior 
warning. Please consult your Superyacht Project Manager for technical 
drawings and dimensions.


